The Conquest line of travel trailers and fifth wheels by Gulf Stream is your best choice for feature-packed towables at an affordable price.

With numerous functional and livable floorplans from which to choose, including super slide-out or sofa slide models featuring loads of interior and exterior storage, sleek exterior graphics and more standard features than any coach on the market... the Conquest offers just about every amenity you’d ever want in a towable recreational vehicle, for LESS!

See for yourself its superior construction and why it’s the best value on the market today.

One of the most popular fifth wheel floorplans... The Conquest Mid-Kitchen with a sofa dinette slide-out, provides a spacious living area with plenty of counter top space for meal preparation.

You will appreciate the Amish-crafted cabinetry... featuring generous base and overhead storage, and mirrored overhead doors, this interior exudes class. Designer-coordinated decors feature only the finest durable fabrics and carpeting, for an overall look of quality and craftsmanship.
When it comes to interior spaciousness, you and your family will appreciate the extra room our Super Slide-outs offer as seen in this 24’ Conquest fifth wheel. Conquest travel trailers and fifth wheels come in sizes for every family. Whatever the size, you can be sure that you are purchasing one of the finest engineered, quality constructed coaches on the market. Gulf Stream offers you more features as standard than any other manufacturer, and at a price that won’t be beat!
1. Deep and full overhead cabinets allow easy storage for items of all sizes. Solid oak mortise and tenon cathedral cabinet doors are standard.

2. High watt carousel microwave oven is standard for fast efficient cooking.

3. A large refrigerator/freezer for family size trips is standard.

4. Bar stools and enlarged counter top for convenient and expanded eating space. (on some models).

5. All solid oak faced cabinet drawers are guided and vinyl lined for easy cleanup.

6. Open cooking space with wall mounted spice rack and rear knife holder conveniently located near the standard 3 burner high output range and large oven.

7. LP leak detector is a standard health and safety feature.

8. Residential type backsplash and large sink make cleanup a breeze with hot water from your standard 110 volt auto ignition gas water heater.


Items not shown in photo.
Built in AM/FM stereo & CD is standard.
(Lites & Travelers, a cassette is standard)
A tall shelved pantry is standard in many galleys.

* Not all items apply to Lite/Traveler series.
The Conquest is full of features like the “Pots-n-Pan” drawer... helping to make your camping experience more like living at home. We utilize available storage to make access to frequently used items easy. (on many models)

Our queen size, walk-around bed has this hidden “Lift-up” storage area supported by automatic gas pistons. This is a standard feature in all our Conquest* travel trailers and fifth wheels to better accommodate your storage needs.

The Conquest* line of travel trailers and fifth wheels use only the top-of-the-line water heaters. The water heater can be run on either the campground’s 110 volt electricity or LP gas which has automatic ignition.

Available on 30 FSS, 29 SSS, 26 SSL

Super Storage Garage

Side Bicycle Door

Available on 24 BHL, 275 FBD/FBS, 295 DBR/DBS, 30 BHS, 28 FBHS, 26 FBHS

Spacious and Quality Living Accommodations...

The open hallway leads to an inviting bedroom with a walk-around queen size bed, large wardrobe and overhead storage, convenient night stands with drawers, stereo speakers and TV connection.

The wardrobe with mirrored doors provides plenty of room for both hanging clothes and folded garments in the six drawers below.

The entertainment center featuring solid oak cabinet doors, as well as space for a television is located in a convenient place for all to view.

MODEL 29 FRBW

You can never have too much exterior storage on a towable recreational vehicle! At Gulf Stream, we design our Conquest with you in mind. You’ll find loads of lockable exterior storage compartments featuring insulated doors and more than ample space to accommodate your travel needs.

*(n/a Lite/Traveler Series)
Gulf Stream constructs each coach using only the finest quality materials. The Conquest’s 5/8” floor decking is both glued and screwed to the sturdy 2x3 floor joists which are 13” on center and fully insulated. Then the floor assembly is bolted to the steel frame, providing one of the strongest floor systems on the market!

Sidewall construction at Gulf Stream has several unique benefits:
1. Sidewalls are always set on top of the floor and screwed down for maximum strength.
2. Steel bands connect the walls to the floor.
3. A dado belt rail is a unique feature that adds vertical integrity.
4. Insulation is hand cut and glued into place. Unlike a blanket, this offers higher R-values and won’t creep down.

Our roofs are 4 1/2” solid wood bow truss rafters. Designed for good drainage and maximum strength. Features include:
1. Double trusses are used at the air conditioner ducts.
2. Optional central air conditioner uses 1/4” insulated foam duct work and radius joints for maximum air flow and comfort.
3. Backers are installed where all interior equipment is screwed in from below. (Not shown)
4. 3/8” decking, glued, screwed and topped with a one piece rubber roof. (Not shown)
Slide Rooms are our Specialty.

Conquest uses the best slide system techniques, many that we have pioneered to become the industry leader.

1. Micro-lam (laminated wood headers) are used in slide-room openings. These eliminate the warping that many other manufacturers experience.

2. 4 1/2" steel support beams are a unique feature used on all “Super-Slide” models. This gives Gulf Stream a true “Clear Span” slide room.

A secondary “cap seal” is applied over all exterior corner joints. The “cap seal” is a non silicone base sealant that will not blacken or yellow with time.

To help maximize quality, Gulf Stream Coach, Inc., is located in Nappanee, Indiana... the heart of Amish country. To workers here, craftsmanship and pride in their work is a way of life.

All Conquests go through several rigid inspections that include water, gas, electrical, structural and of course cosmetic aspects of your new RV.

All of this to make each trip the best that it can be!
Gulf Stream Facilities...
Located in the heart of the Amish country, the complex, along with Gulf Stream’s affiliate, Fairmont Homes, Inc., covers over 400 acres and includes more than 1.5 million square feet of state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities. With over 20 years of manufacturing experience producing quality Recreational Vehicles, Gulf Stream is the leading manufacturer of high quality and high value RV products that are distributed through a partnership relation with independent dealers who are focused on meeting customer expectations.

Exceptional Value...
Your family and friends will feel safe and comfortable in a Gulf Stream travel trailer or fifth wheel. Comfort, Quietness and Insulation from the elements is what you will experience from Gulf Stream’s “Tried and Tested” Recreational Vehicles. Compare... and you will find the exceptional value of Gulf Stream travel trailers and fifth wheels.

Featuring a 2-Year Warranty!
In addition to our standard warranty, Gulf Stream Coach, Inc., offers an exclusive 24 month warranty on structural components. In addition, major component manufacturers are providing 24 month warranties on their products installed in Gulf Stream units such as refrigerators, antenna, furnace, water heater, air conditioner, awning, range, microwave and more. See the official written Gulf Stream Coach, Inc., Warranty for details.

*for purposes of this warranty, “structural components” shall be limited to the structure of the side walls, front and back walls, roof and floor.